Benefits

 A creative process that ensures your
quilt turns out just the way you want it
 Highest quality standards and
products
 We have a choice of batting available
for purchase or you may supply your
own.
 Your choice of thread type (solid or
variegated) and color

Top To Bottom Quilting
PO Box 581654
Elk Grove, CA 95758

 Binding services – top attach only or
top attach and hand finishing

916-712-2210
Linda Konkle
Owner
E-mail: linda@ttbquilting.com

Prices subject to change.
Please read Terms and Conditions on back of order form.
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Introduction
Top To
Bottom Quilting is a provider of Heirloom
. Introduction
Quality
AppMachine Quilting and finishing services.
My name is Linda Konkle. I have been sewing
since the age of eight. When I first started
quilting a few years ago, it was an immediate
match. Quilting truly brings together all of the
aspects of fabric, crafting, colors, etc that I love
to work with. Each quilt is truly unique and
takes on a life of its own. I feel like every quilt
becomes another one of my “babies”. I care
and nurture it through its life.
So that brings me to how I can help you. I’ve
used other quilt (longarm) finishers and have
been disappointed. I found they didn’t listen or
care as much about my project as I did.
I knew that by starting my own finishing
business I could provide a service that is
extremely hard to find. I’m already fascinated
by other people’s ideas and creativity and I
really care about choosing the right pattern,
design, and colors to make the quilt unique and
special…just the way you want it.
I’ve developed a process whereby I listen to
your wishes and desires; we collaborate on
pattern, design, and colors, and ultimately, finish
the quilt to your ultimate desired outcome

Finishing Services and Pricing
Our pricing model is based on the size of your quilt
in square inches because it produces the fairest,
most accurate pricing.
1. Multiply your quilt’s length * width = total
sq/inches
2. Choose the machine finish for your quilt:
Machine Finish
Price per square inch
Meander
$.013 per square inch
Semi-Custom
$.015 per square inch
Custom
$.019 per square inch
3. Step 1 * Step 2 = Final machine quilting price

4. Follow the examples below:

69x90

90x95

106x98

(Approx Twin)

(Approx Queen)

(Approx King)

69*90 =
6210 sq/in

90*95 =
8550 sq/in

106x98=
10388 sq/in

(Meander)
6210 * .013 =
$81.00

(Meander)
8550 * .013 =
$111.00

(Meander)
10388 * .013 =
$135.00

